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The quest for perfection is never complete!
TOWIE's Billie Faiers gets clear braces fitted
to straighten out her teeth
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The TOWIE cast certainly aren't strangers to getting primped and preened to make themselves look
as glamorous as possible.
And while fake tans, semi-permanent make-up and teeth whitening are more than common in the
Essex world, TOWIE star Billie Faiers has continued her quest for perfection by having clear braces
fitted.
The 23-year-old star has opted for the virtually invisible Cfast braces, which will straighten and
realign her teeth within a matter of months.
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The quest for perfection is never complete! Billie Faiers was seen displaying her newly-fitted braces as she
headed to work in Brentwood, Essex, on Saturday morning
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Virtually invisible: Billie has had the Cfast brace fitted, which uses tooth-coloured wire and brackets to become
as invisible as possible

In fact, the Cfast brace is so difficult to see that
even when Billie smiled while she was
photographed out in Brentwood on Saturday,
they were almost entirely undetectable.
It was only when Billie arrived at her clothing
store Minnie's and opened her mouth to show
the braces to a fellow employee that they could
be noticed.
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However, it seems Billie was suffering slightly
with the new braces, somewhat grimacing in pain
as she looked in the mirror.
Billie tweeted about having the braces fitted
earlier this week, writing on her Twitter page:
'Thank you to @cfastortho and
@HarleyStreetDG for helping me get my new
smile.'
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And the reality star is certainly in good company,
with stars including Holly Willoughby, Alexandra
Burke and Kirk Norcross all opting for the noninvasive method of straightening their teeth.
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Billie looked as stunning as ever in a pretty
denim minidress as she headed to work at
Minnie's Boutique on Saturday.
Brace yourself: Holly Willoughby has also had the
Cfast braces
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Summer style: Billie looked cute in a fitted denim dress
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Check this out: Billie was later seen showing the braces to a fellow employee in Minnie's boutique

The pretty blonde finished off her look with an eye-catching turquoise bag and yellow flip-flops.
She was joined by her sister Sam who also had a new accessory - in the form of her friend's dog.
Sam is currently babysitting the pooch for her pal, but appeared to be anything but a natural as she
attempted to walk the canine across the car park.
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Help! But Sam was giggling as the dog took control and gave her a bit of a workout
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Come on then! In the end, Sam decided to attempt to pick up the dog

Clearly determined to do exactly the opposite of what it was required to do, the dog ended up pulling
a giggling Sam across the tarmac.
Despite the spontaneous workout, Sam made light of the situation by breaking into laughter, and still
ended up looking chic and stylish in her striped summer dress.
As well as working in their shop, the Faiers sisters popped to a nearby card shop to pick up some
goodies ahead of their co-star Ferne McCann's birthday celebrations later that day.
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Ready to party: Sam and Billie bought a birthday card for their co-star Ferne McCann
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Pretty: The sisters were spotted carrying some floral table settings through a car park

Meanwhile, Sam's ex-fiance Joey Essex was also busy on Saturday at his shop Fusey, where he
signed autographs for fans.
The sisters' former TOWIE co-star Amy Childs was also seen out in Brentwood on Saturday morning,
looking stylish in a pencil dress as she enjoyed a shopping trip in the town.
Teaming the dress with her favourite sky-high nude heels, Amy kept herself refreshed and hydrated
as she took a break from the retail therapy by grabbing some lunch at the Sugar Hut Cafe.
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Standing out: Sam's ex-fiance Joey Essex was also in Brentwood at his shop Fusey
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Shopping trip: Also in Brentwood on Saturday was the Faiers' former TOWIE co-star Amy Childs, who enjoyed a
bit of a shopping trip
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Shame she didn't go all the way (or is that in another article)? And have her mouth wired up!
- AndYourPointIs , tw ickenham , United Kingdom , 10/8/2013 22:05
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Veneers or no veneers, if you have bent teeth then they will simply be 'clean and squeaky but still bent' teeth!!
They're not cheap, and i could really do with a pair, but im not overly self- conscious so i guess metal ones will
have to do for me (i meant braces not veneers lol)
- join the revolution , Where the hell am i..., United Kingdom , 10/8/2013
22:03
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Two words: Joey. Essex.
- Claire Stevens , Leeds, UK, 10/8/2013 21:59
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How can some nobodies teeth make bloody news? 600 comments? Including mine..
- Rosco P Coltrane , torpedo, 10/8/2013 21:55
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I loved Hollys teeth :(
- haidaryousuf , Manchester, United Kingdom , 10/8/2013 21:52
Report abuse

good luck to her. I had a brace for 3 years when I was 14. hurt like hell after every visit to orthodontist but well worth
it
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- dippyntig , Manchester, 10/8/2013 21:38
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They look great in the first place!
- HettieMay , ProudMum m y, United Kingdom , 10/8/2013 21:38
Report abuse

The gorgeous dog is the only nice thing to look at in this article.....I agree with the person who said that Amy Child's
fake hair looks disgusting.....why do women have tons of them put in, it just looks fake and ridiculous.
- MANUgirl , We got our trophy back, United Kingdom , 10/8/2013 21:36
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Amy Childs's lips look a mess, is this meant to be the pinnacle of perfection?
- Steve , Red Arrow Display team , 10/8/2013 21:35
Report abuse
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